
The fascinating thing is
not that AI is taking over, 
that's fear talking.

AI is smarting up
faster than
predicted, it will get
so advanced  and
mature beyond
artificial and start
acting intelligently.
How soon? 

AI systems will have
already completed
gathering all public
records and done
analyzing every
word ever written
and published.

By the time you get
this magazine, we'll
need a new name
for AI possibly
Advanced
Intelligence.

Aided by artificial
imagination is what
it should be called,
not artificial
intelligence, if you
asked me, but as
usual nobody asks
me before roll outs.

The question is how to
prepare for the advent
into zero-knowledge. 

All the programs we
already subscribed to
already integrated AI.

And bam, all at once! All
together we were using
AI. There was no opt-in.  
And there is no opt out. 

AI was a matter of a
push update across all
platforms. It wasn't 100
million people went out
and got AI installed on
their devices. 

Where we primed to
accept anything our
tech automatically
pushed over internet
protocol to our devices?

We accepted artificial
foods and even artificial
flavors long enough. It
was easy for adoption
of artificial imaginative
designed technologies
to explode from zero to
100 million faster than a
moon's cycle. 

Employers are
already eliminating
many mar-comm
positions.

Here's one cool
technology they
didn't have to budget
for. Here's one smart
technology they don't
need to train. 

Here's one impossible
technology that can
read your mind
before you know
what's on your mind.

There's no argument
we'll soon become like
my kid. He prefers
fake mac 'n cheese
that reads artificial
flavor on the box.
When I prepare 
 macaroni with real
cow's cheese, he says
it's too gooey.

The threat of AI
taking over, is not a
threat, it is material.

Imagine the lost
library of Alexandria,
restored in full
splendor. 

The case for AI is now
biblical in nature. As a
follower of Jesus
Christ, I would
imagine the Second
Coming is nearer,
ushered in by AI. 

Did AI just fulfill the
prophesy that all
things will be known
and we will all know
at once, in an
instance. 

Will all truths, from
the past and the
future, time-travel to
the present, and be
answered in 10 sec
soundbites.

Will this power give
us life-everlasting?
Will we all know all
truths, but will that 
 truth set us free?

Imagine a
life where
we know

nothing.   
And we will

love
knowing
nothing
because

with AI, we
don't need

to know
anything. 

Will be grow
dumber and

dumber? 
Or will we 

 erupt into a
another

Tower of
Babel,

aided by AI?

by Charlene Brown

What intrigues me most -
the speed of deployment -
the rate of integration, involuntarily...
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